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INX is a multi-disciplined Event Management
Agency providing expertise in both events

about us

management and production works since 2012.
We offer a full suite of Event related services from
Visual Conceptualization, Event Marketing,

INX believes in offering a wholesome
experience and giving only the best of
what we can offer in turning creative
ideas into reality.

Campaign Promotion, Audience Engagement
System, Live Event Management to Post Event
Publicity Works.

OUR
APPROACH
Conference production has been one of our core business since
establishment. Over the years, we have supported local and
overseas-based conference organisers and producers, extending
our production capability into Asia-Pacific countries.
We value-add to clients with our human capital with expertise to
provide smooth project management process and contribute
astounding ideas to your conference. Our human capital easily
covers both technical and project management roles seamlessly to
ensure success.
But what else makes us stand out from the common production
company?
Our service-centric approach
We position ourselves as a quality management and production
house with extensive value-added services.

OUR
6 KEY
PRODUCTS
& SERVICES

1.

2.

3.

ON-SITE AV MANAGEMENT

SPEAKERS HOSPITALITY

PRODUCTION PLANNING

Professional technical crew
aside, our standard practice
includes a console manager or
producer to manage show
calling and technical aspects
of the event.

We present ourselves with
professionalism throughout
all contact points with event
speakers from briefing of
technical flow to assisting
speakers
with
their
presentation decks.

We conduct site recce and
measurements on behalf of
clients. With our inputs and
advices on recommended
dimensions for stage set and
positioning as well as drawn to
scale layouts, clients can
visualize venues better.

4.
PROFESSIONAL AVL
SYSTEM
With professional technical
knowledge, we provide quality
sound system up to 1000 pax
expo setting events. Our
technical capacity supports up
to 4k video resolution for
seamless content and visual
effects. To top it off, our
professional event lighting that
serves as an aesthetic and
affects the mood of the event.

5.
STAGING DESIGN &
PRODUCTION
We conceptualise designs,
plan dimensions and craft 3D
visuals of designs that are
production friendly & best fit
our clients’ visions. We
support stage production
from standard backdrop to
custom-built
with
AV
integration backdrop.

6.
BOOTH FABRICATION &
BRANDING
Our DMK modular booth
structures boasts on curved
edges and is suitable for
indoor use.
We provide site measurement
and consultancy services for
branding works that best
utilise the event space and
provide branding mileage.
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OUR KEY PORFOLIO

1. WORLD MARKETING
CONFERENCE
The World Marketing Conference (WMC) places a strong emphasis
on quality AV production and staging effects.
The digital content centric stage set in 2017 featured 12 separate
screens showing specific content to create a synchronised visual
feast for all delegates throughout the 2-day conference. In order
to match up to the exquisite programme requirement, the highend Barco E2 video management system and 10 sets of highperformance playback devices are used.
On contrary, 2019 featured a bolder stage look to illustrate the
digital transformation theme while giving a subtle nod to
Singapore Airlines’ rich culture and traditions. These elements
were expertly bound together using different design elements;
modern looking stage clads and custom-build steps; Singapore
Airlines’ logo feature piece; custom-made gobo lens with
Singapore Airlines’ very own batik patterns. Similarly to 2017,
synchronised content was also featured on the three large
screens, hence allowing delegates from every corner of the room
to indulge in the visual experience.

SIA WORLD
MARKETING
CONFERENCE
YEAR: 2019
CLIENT: Singapore Airlines
KEY HIGHLIGHTS:
• Full AVL production
• 3m x 2.44m 3D SIA logo
• 10m x 3.5m Customised LED
wall
• Customised curved steps with
lighted LED Strips

OUR KEY PORFOLIO

2. THE ECONOMIST
SERIES (SINCE 2013)
Our working relationship with The Economist started in 2013. Till
date, we have managed up to 20 recurring Singapore-based events
under their global event series.
Such as:
• War On Cancer
• The Longevity Summit
• The Growth Crossing Series
As their preferred production house in Singapore we manage AV
planning, stage set production, live show calling and peripheral
support such as auto-cad scaled layout drawings.
The Economist hold high regard for event production quality - high
definition visuals, buzz-free sound quality, prompt live feed
transition, visual input over display screens, and seamless stage
programme flow.
Having produced multiple events of similar scale with great
success, The Economist Events is the best testament to our
production consistency.

THE ECONOMIST
EVENTS
YEAR: Since 2013
CLIENT: The Economist Events
KEY HIGHLIGHTS:
• Full AVL production
• Live streaming capabilities
• Held event remotely in
Singapore while connected with
client in Hong Kong

OUR KEY PORFOLIO

3. THE NESTE
EXPANSION (2019)
NESTE marked its largest expansion plan in Singapore with a
Foundation Stone Ceremony event held in Park Royal on Pickering.
The commemorative event was graced by Senior Minister
Tharman Shanmugaratnam and a total of 150 invited guests and
media appended the ceremony.
INX Events was appointed by a Finnish Event Agency, TAPAUS,
from production planning to the execution of the event.
A unique 11.5 metres long by 3 metres height curved LED wall
with customised content was featured as the main backdrop for
the event, and the guests were also treated with a traditional
Finnish harp (Kantele) performance by Ida Elina. The guest
experience reflects a lot on the brand, and the success lies in the
details which was well thought of, together with technicalities in
the program execution.
It was a great experience working with a renowned agency from
Finland, and we are glad to add TAUPAS to our list of overseas
partners.

THE NESTE
EXPANSION
YEAR: 2019
CLIENT: Tapaus
KEY HIGHLIGHTS:
• 11.5m x 3m curved LED wall
• Customised stage platform and
furniture
• Live performance for Kantale

OUR KEY PORFOLIO

4. CLARION
EVENTS (SINCE 2016)
Our working relationship with Clarion have been established since
2016 with productions locally and overseas such as Oil Council. In
our overseas conference production, we have stronghold in cities
such as Beijing and Shenzhen for Bluetooth Asia.
Apart from our strong AVL capabilities, our stronghold and valueadded services are:
• Bilingual project managers ensure effective communication
between all parties
• Culturally sensitive approach in managing local production
standards
• Effective match of local production capability to clients’
requirement and budget
Many clients are concerned in production quality in foreign
countries. However, we impose high production standards to be
uphold in Singapore events on all our overseas production
associates to achieve the best quality and management process.
To achieve space efficiency and enhance guest experience, the
APAC Energy Assembly’s programme involves splitting and merging
of rooms to create the main keynote and breakout room setting,
with each turnover kept under 50minutes. With this, APAC Energy
Assembly is another strong testament to our production flexibility
and technical planning configuration.

CLARION EVENTS
YEAR: Since 2016
CLIENT: Clarion Events
KEY HIGHLIGHTS:
• Split and merge sessions
• Full length fabrication
• Full AVL production
• Overseas production
capabilities

OUR KEY PORFOLIO

5. RESPONSIBLE
BUSINESS FORUM (SINCE 2015)
Responsible Business Forum is at the forefront of promoting
environmental consciousness on the corporate level.
Annually, the forum focuses on environmental topics; climate
changes, sustainable development, food security and more.
Distinguished industry experts from United Nations and the mega
players from private sectors are also invited to provide better
industry insights.
Each year they adopt the direction true to their operating
philosophy: sustainable production. As such, their stage sets and
branding walls are usually digitalised to minimise wastage and
ecological footprints. This approach is strictly applied to all stages
of the event - pre-event planning, on-site productions, branding
works build-up and actual day conference management. For
instance, no disposable tapes or disposable batteries were utilised
in the process of producing the event.

RESPONSIBLE
BUSINESS FORUM
YEAR: Since 2015
CLIENT: Global Initiatives
KEY HIGHLIGHTS:
• Using sustainable material
• Full AVL production
• Connecting to overseas
speakers

LIVE Streaming &
HYBRID Conference

SOLUTIONS

MULTIPLE REMOTE LOCATION
PANEL DISCUSSION

Having panelists speaking from the other side of the world?
INX’s livestreaming capabilities will be able to bring all the
speakers together virtually and have them all appear in one
screen for a virtual panel discussion session.

Logo

SOLUTIONS

DIGITAL ON SCREEN
GRAPHICS

Working together, our graphic design experts and our onsite graphic specialist will be able to add in digital on-screen
graphics such as logos, overlays, and lower thirds, to add a
professional touch to your live-stream event.

Lower-Thirds / Overlay

SOLUTIONS

GREEN SCREEN
KEYING

Step up your virtual keynote speeches with our unique
annotatable green screens. Keynote speakers/ presenters
will be able to make annotations on their slides while
conducting their presentation, enhancing the overall virtual
experience for the audience.

Programme bar
SOLUTIONS

Audience
interaction

With our own Content Delivery Network (CDN), our
programming team will be able to customise the layout of
your live-stream microsite with the ability to integrate
audience interaction platform (e.g., Pigeonhole Live, etc.).

Live-chat

APAC Leadership summit
2020
December 2020
Specifications:
• Unidirectional broadcasting production works
• AVL production
• Stage design & fabrication works
• Live production switching & media playback
• Multi-camera production
• Live streaming & on-site show calling
Livestream platform: Hopin

Earth hour 2020 Live & Unplugged
March 2020
Specifications:
• Multi-directional performances and panel
discussions (12 remote locations + 1 Studio)
• Remote interviews/performances support
• AVL & broadcasting production works
• Set design & fabrication works
• Studio lighting
• Multi-camera production
• Live streaming show calling
Livestream platform: YouTube & Facebook

Let’s Make it Work!
For more information, feel free to contact us at the following:
Phone:

+65 6443 6427 / +65 6443 6437

Email:

enquiry@inx.com.sg

Address:

51 Ubi Avenue 1 #05-05, Singapore 408933

